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 and, looking back over the last six decades, we’re struck by how MacDon’s history  

is, in many ways, the history of harvesting over that time. not only was MacDon 

instrumental in pioneering the development and adoption of the self-propelled 

windrower during the early fifties, but it was also key in more recent years in the 

reintroduction and popularization of draper technology for combine heads. these 

contributions to the progress of farming are something that MacDon is very proud of,  

and our company owes a great debt to MacDon’s founder Joe MacDonald who made  

it all possible. it was this visionary who saw how agriculture was changing, and the growing 

need of the world’s farmers to increase their productivity to remain viable and profitable. 

because he understood that the most important place where productivity needed to 

improve was at harvest time, when the farmer’s crop and profits were most vulnerable,  

he established a company that would focus on this challenge. it is a focus that has led to 

many innovations over our sixty years in business, innovations that have helped farmers  

do more with less and, hopefully, spend more quality time with their families.

for more about MacDon’s history please turn to the centre of this issue of performance 

where you will find a special commemorative pullout calendar with an accompanying 

historical timeline of our company. 

from our family to yours, thank you for a wonderful 60 years.

Allan MacDonald, president and ceo  

Gary MacDonald, executive vice president 

Scott MacDonald, vice president
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 when Denver pugh replaced five  

of his six auger windrowers with 

two M Series r80 rotary Disc 

windrowers, he admits second-guessing 

himself a few times – especially when  

the weather heated up and a harvest that 

normally takes three to three-and-a-half  

weeks needed to be done much faster.  

as it turns out, he needn’t have worried.

“this year things went really fast,” said pugh 

who farms 2,800 acres of grass seed and grain 

near Shedd in oregon’s willamette valley.  

“we went from thinking that we had three-

and-a-half weeks but then it got really hot so 

that we had to cut right away. i was worried 

that we would not be able to do it with just 

three machines but they handled it just fine. 

we were done in just over two weeks – faster 

than normal.”

needless to say, pugh was impressed with his 

two new machines, which he assigned the  

bulk of his harvesting work, relegating his one 

remaining Sp auger windrower to the task  

of opening fields only. he says that the faster 

harvesting speed of a rotary disc mower was 

only part of the reason he was able to harvest 

the same acreage with half the windrowers  

he used to use. the other big reason was the 

much lower maintenance requirements of 

MacDon’s r80 rotary Disc mowers.

for oregon graSS SeeD 
farMer Denver pugh

leSS iS More.

“on average, we 
were running 
roughlY 10  
to 10.5 MileS  
an hour.”

Continued
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first of all, he was servicing three less machines 

every day, so that saved him significant time 

right there. but he says that there were also 

huge benefits going to a rotary disc machine 

and MacDon’s all-hydraulic design.

“it was great not having to maintain sickle bars, 

hold-downs and guards; not to mention, none 

of the extra greasing we used to have to do on 

the older machines. it took almost nothing to 

service the things. in the long-term that’s 

going to be huge savings for us.”

Most importantly, the lower servicing 

requirements meant that pugh and his crew 

were able to get out to the fields and cut 

sooner than normal. in total, he says that he 

gained about two hours cutting a day from 

lower maintenance alone. and once he was in 

the field, pugh says he was able to really fly. 

“MacDon’s M200 with r80 rotary Disc has  

a lot more power than our previous equipment, 

and a lot more speed. when cutting we did 

peak out at 12 Mph every now and again,  

but on average we were running roughly  

10 to 10.5 Mph.”

but he didn’t just save time in the field, but 

between fields as well thanks to MacDon’s 

patented Dual Direction™ technology, which 

allows the operator to rotate the operator 

“it took alMoSt nothing to Service 
the thingS. in the long-terM that’S 
going to be huge SavingS for uS.”

station 180 degrees for highway travel. the 

result is a more stable vehicle for higher road 

speed travel.

“the transport speed is also a big plus. on the 

highway the M200 is really smooth at about  

22 Mph. there are no jerky motions or header 

hop. that kind of speed really saves a lot of 

time going from field to field.”

another thing that impresses pugh about 

MacDon’s M200 with r80 is its cutting 

performance. he says that he was surprised by 

how “gentle” the rotary disc windrower was on 

his grass seed, and he didn’t experience the 

extra shatter loss one might think may be 

caused by cutting at much higher speeds. 

“our yields really haven’t been any different.” 

he says that this is partly due to the quality  

of the windrows that the r80 forms, which  

are nice and tight, allowing them to stand  

up to wind and shed water better. 

leSS IS more.
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“i also like all of the on-the-go adjustments  

you can make on the r80. there are enough 

adjustments that you can do while cutting in 

the field to make it cut better for that particular 

field. nearly every field of ours is different,  

so this is a great feature for us.”

as much as Denver likes his new machines they 

likely weren’t a hit with everyone; specifically 

the members of his crew who ended up with a 

few weeks less work this year due to three less 

windrowers in his operation.

“this year i didn’t have to hire any extra  

people or mix and match crews. i was pretty 

happy with that. the reduced maintenance 

and personnel needed to operate the M200’s  

is a benefit that far outweighs the cost of 

upgrading from our old augers.

The harvesting specialists.

harvest yourself  
a better career.
www.macdon.com
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Neil Barnett and Richard Kirkby, leaders of 
MacDon’s R80 development team, proudly  
show off MacDon’s fourth AE50 award.
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 for the third year running MacDon 

equipment took home hardware from  

the annual international Meeting of the 

american Society of agricultural and biological 

engineers, this time for its recently released 

r80 rotary Disc Mower. the annual show was 

held this time at the rhode island convention 

center, June 29 – July 2, in providence, rhode 

island, where engineers from around the world 

met to view and discuss the latest agricultural 

science and innovations in agriculture.  

as always, a highlight of the show was the 

naming of the top 50 agricultural innovations 

selected from submissions by many of the 

world’s top agricultural companies, and once 

again MacDon’s engineering prowess shone 

with the naming of the r80 as one of those 50. 

“entries for the ae50 design competition can 

be made in either components or complete 

machine categories, said richard kirkby,” 

product Manager at MacDon. the r80 won in 

the complete machine category for the way its 

many unique design features, which include an 

all-hydraulic drive system and a new patented 

hitch design, come together to take the rotary 

disc concept to the next level.”  

available in both pull-type and self-propelled 

models, the r80 rotary Disc Mower features a 

high capacity, high efficiency bent axis pump 

and motor that allows for faster cutting speeds, 

even under tough harvesting conditions. this 

robust hydraulic drive system also provides 

overload protection for header components, 

reducing the likelihood of work interruptions. 

reliability is enhanced thanks to heat-treated 

cutting and wear components and separate 

replaceable guards to protect the cutterbar 

between the discs.

the r80’s exclusive articulated power turn 

(apt) hitch attaches quickly and provides 

optimum maneuverability while minimizing 

the side loads put on the back of the tractor.  

it also allows for a more compact turning 

radius, permitting an operator to easily  

open up a field in as little as two passes. 

“this award is every bit as special as other  

ae50 awards that MacDon has received in 

recent years,” said kirkby. “its receipt is a 

recognition of the creativity and energy 

MacDon’s engineers bring to the job every  

day in their efforts to make better equipment 

to meet the current and future needs  

of farmers.”

Когда речь идет об уборКе урожая, сКорость 

решает всё. и сКорость — это именно то, 

чего стремились добиться инженеры 

MacDon, создавая новое поКоление 

уборочной техниКи. потому что более 

быстрая уборКа урожая — это не тольКо 

эКономия времени и усилий в поле,  

но и эКономия расходов на топливо, 

рабочую силу и ремонт. итаК, получилось 

ли у наших инженеров? еще КаК 

получилось! от оптимизации обработКи 

растений шнеКовыми жатКами серии  

a40, Которые на 25% эффеКтивнее наших 

прежних, до поистине революционных 

самоходных валКовых жатоК серии M, 

получивших ряд патентов и развивающих 

на шоссе сКорость до 37 Км/ч — Каждая 

машина в этой брошюре значительно 

повышает производительность  

по сравнению с нашими изделиями 

предыдущего поКоления. приглашаем вас 

ознаКомиться со многими интересными 

достижениями в области уборКи урожая, 

описанными на следующих страницах. 

немного времени, Которое вы уделите 

сегодня этой брошюре, может сэКономить 

вам очень много времени в будущем.

new rotarY DiSc pull-tYpe Mower 
bringS hoMe MacDon’S fourth 
ae50 awarD.

MacDon.coM 
now SpeakS
русском. 

“thiS awarD iS everY bit aS Special aS 
other ae50 awarDS that MacDon haS 
receiveD in recent YearS. itS receipt iS 
a recognition of the creativitY anD 
energY [of] MacDon’S engineerS.”

The worldwide demand for quality, 

high performance harvesting machines 

has increased dramatically in recent 

years, and no more so than in Russia 

where MacDon is witnessing a growing 

appetite for its SP windrowers, draper 

combine headers and combine 

pick-ups. To help ensure that MacDon 

customers in this market have access to 

the information and support they need, 

MacDon has launched a Russian 

language version of macdon.com, 

which can be accessed off of the  

home page. Here, Russian speaking 

customers and dealers will have access 

to most of the information available  

on our English site, including a 

downloadable Russian version of  

our all-product brochure.
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Нажмите кнопку ускоренной уборки урожая.
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proDuctivitY,
proDuctivitY,
proDuctivitY.

 Murray taks was skeptical. he did 

expect a modest improvement in 

productivity when he replaced his 

three windrowers with 20' headers with two 

brand new MacDon-built westward M150 

Self-propelled windrowers with 25' D60 

headers, but he certainly was unconvinced  

of the claims MacDon was making.  

“i had read the literature on these swathers, 

about how they were faster in the field and 

promised productivity increases up to 40%.  

i laughed at that,” recalls taks. “i said that’s  

a nice promotion, but i want to see it. let  

me tell you, i’ve seen it.”

the taks farm of 6,000 acres lies near 

crossfield, alberta, just over half an hour north 

of calgary. here, in the shadow of the rockies, 

taks says that harvesting conditions for the 

canola, wheat, barley and other crops he 

grows are challenging most years due to the 

wind and precipitation that comes in over the 

mountains. as such, they typically get a lot of 

downed and damp crops, which makes for 

some “fairly tough cutting.” So how did he 

find cutting this year with his new equipment? 

“to sum it up – productivity, productivity, 

productivity,” says taks. “when i bought  

these machines, i don’t think that i really 

realized what i bought, or just how much  

of a difference they would make. 

M SerieS 
winDrowerS 
Deliver More 
than expecteD 
for alberta 
farMer  
MurraY takS.

Continued

Productivity is king for the hardworking Taks 
family; father Murray with sons Ryan and Kevin.
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this year probably wasn’t a good year to 

compare as we had extremely heavy crops, 

probably some of the heaviest crops that we’ve 

grown. our canola was as high as 80 bushels 

an acre, barley as high as 130 and wheat 

around 100. we had quite green and damp 

cutting conditions, and we’ve never had canola 

down as bad as we did this year, probably 

about 50% of our crop was down. but in  

these conditions the equipment worked  

just excellent.”

taks says that even though he went from three 

to two machines, his productivity increased 

between 10% to 20%. “we did more with 

those two than we could have with our 

previous three.” he chalks the difference  

up to three key things: increased field speed, 

increased operator convenience and faster 

highway travel.

“in canola and wheat they performed 

extremely well. our field speeds, where the 

crop wasn’t down, were up as high as eight  

or nine miles an hour.”

and where the crop was down they, of course, 

had to slow down, but not as much as with 

previous windrowers. taks says that this is 

because of all the new technology MacDon  

has put in the cab. 

“the technology that they put into these 

machines is just incredible. the in-cab controls 

and convenience is outstanding. we’ll get into 

fields where the crop is literally lying flat, wet 

and green on the ground. and in that same 

field within 200 yards we’ll be in a standing 

crop for 300 yards, and then back into downed 

crop. the ability to change immediately from 

the cab header settings such as header tilt and 

float, fore and aft reel position and knife 

speeds is a big feature for us.”

another big feature for the taks family is the 

Dual Direction™ technology in the M Series 

tractors. Dual Direction allows the operator  

to easily rotate the operator’s station from a 

cab forward position for cutting, to an engine 

forward position for road travel. this places the 

turning wheels in front for faster, more stable, 

highway travel.

“when we bought them i didn’t think that  

Dual Direction was important, but it has 

turned into a very, very big feature for us.  

on our farm most of our land is close, but 

some fields are further away. in the past we 

would think twice of leaving one field to go  

to another four, five or 10 miles down the road 

if we thought the field wasn’t ready. but with 

Dual Direction it just isn’t an issue because we 

know that we will be there fast.”

but beyond productivity, taks says that his new 

M Series tractors had another big surprise for 

him, and that was just how comfortable and 

fun they are to operate. 

“the cab quietness and visibility is phenomenal. 

You’re not straining all day, there is just no 

operator fatigue. we had people fighting to 

get into these swathers. My dad, peter, is 83 

years old and he couldn’t wait to get into one. 

he actually did quite a bit of harvesting for us 

this year.”

“personally, i could sit in that son-of-a-gun  

all day. now, we’ve got a lot of very nice 

equipment, but these swathers are right  

at the top of the heap.” 

he says that even his neighbors have taken 

notice of his new machines, and many of them 

are “jealous.” one, in fact, recently purchased 

a competitors machine (against tak’s advice) 

but quickly grew dissatisfied with it when he 

saw how well the new MacDon equipment  

was working next door.

“once he saw how my MacDon machines were 

performing against his, he asked me to help 

him find a MacDon unit and he traded his  

new machine off for the MacDon right away.”

taks says that he expects more of his neighbors 

to follow suit next year.

“the technologY that theY put into 
theSe MachineS iS JuSt increDible. the 
in-cab controlS anD convenience  
iS outStanDing.”

ProDuctIvIty.

Murray Taks says that MacDon’s D60 
Draper Header’s performance in canola  
far exceeded his expectations.
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Doug Caldwell and his wife Annette 
of Abilene, Kansas, were the happy 
winners of the Great Combine  
Give-Away contest last summer, 
which gave them 50 hours of use of a 
specially decorated John Deere 9770 
STS combine mounted with a 35-foot 
MacDon D60 draper header. The 
Caldwell’s took delivery of the 

“Smarter Harvest Buffalo Combine”  
in time to use it for harvesting their 
hard red winter wheat, grain 
sorghum, corn and soybeans. More 
than 1,200 entries were received for 
the contest from visitors to farm 
equipment shows throughout 2008 
including the Commodity Classic in 
Nashville, Tennessee, Husker Harvest 
Days in Grand Island, Nebraska, and 
the 3i Show. The specially decorated 
combine appeared at each show. 

If you would like to see the Smarter 
Harvest Buffalo Combine in action 
visit MacDon TV at macdon.com.

kanSaS faMilY 
winS uSe of 
MacDon D60.

Visit:
macdon.com/videos

Show us your MacDon
 pride and win. 

Here’s your chance to show your MacDon  
pride. Simply shoot a short video of you with  
your MacDon equipment, telling us why you’ve  
chosen MacDon for your farm. If you can show the  
equipment in action, that’s even better. You can upload your  
video to MacDon TV, found at macdon.com, where full instructions 
are available. Please keep your  
video under three minutes.

Send us a video of you and your  
macDon equipment and you  
could win a macDon jacket.
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Introducing two new 
ways to say fast.

r80 rotary Disc a30-D mower conditioner

trademarks of products are the marks of their respective manufacturers and/or distributors. Mf10966 printed in canada 11/2008 part #147537

Discover just how much quicker your harvesting will be with one of two high-performance pull-type 
hay and forage harvesting solutions from MacDon. whether you choose MacDon’s award winning 
r80 rotary Disc mower or all-new a30-D Mower conditioner, you’ll benefit from MacDon’s patented 
articulated power turn (apt) hitch, which attaches quickly and is so maneuverable that an operator 
can easily open up a field in as little as two passes.

Visit  
macdon.com  

to order MacDon  
DVDs and brochures.

For the dealer nearest you 
please visit macdon.com, or 

call (816) 891-7313.

MacDon’s apt hitch is standard on both the 
r80 and a30-D pull-type mower conditioners.

R80 Sizes: 
13 ft. (4 m) 
16 ft. (4.9 m)

A30-D Sizes: 
16 ft. (4.9 m) 
18 ft. (5.5 m)


